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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

LaundryBar is a local company which is focusing on the laundry service. In this company 

analysis, it is focusing on the machine that used for laundry equipment such as washing 

machine, dryer and ironers. The SWOT analysis has been conduct for this company where it 

has been investigate, identified and analysed along with their current problem and come out 

with solutions. 

The first problem of the product is extra labor in handling quarter. As we know, the uses of 

quarter is bit complicated because it need a more time for owner or operator of laundry bar to 

handle it. This is because the laundry washing machine still rely on the coin operated system. 

This system is give a more work to the owner because they need to always go to the bank for 

exchanging the quarter if the quarter is missing or not enough. Therefore, this product also 

involving to the electricity where it use a high consumption of electricity to make the washing 

work done quickly. This will give a burden to the owner because the bill or cost of the laundry 

business will become higher. Then, the product also do not contain a temperature guide for 

washing clothes.  

Aside from that, there are a few solution that has been analyse to improve the product. There 

are three solution has been taken to overcome this problem which is changing the coin operated 

mechanism to smart paying, apply eco mode to the washing machine and increase the selection 

for temperature setting. All of the solution are considered to make the company producing a 

way quality product that to be served to their customer. 
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Figure 2: Type of Commercial Washing Machine 

 

 

Figure 3: Type of Commercial Dryer 

 

 

Figure 4: Type of Commercial ironers 

 

 Service 

Preventive maintenance on all customer machines is essential to keep all the machines to 

operate at maximum efficiency levels. It also helps owners to avoid costly breakdowns that 

lead to customer dissatisfaction and lead to a loss of revenue. The washer and dryers is the 

key piece of any self- service laundry business. Nothing tells the customers that they are 

ready to tackle their laundry needs more than a 100% fully operating machines. Laundrybar 

offers bi-monthly maintenance contract to all our laundry operators. Company trained 

technicians will perform on site full maintenance and produce the full service report to the 

laundry owner. 
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